#2797 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S.
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
part 1056, Palm Beach to Judging Pretender Babylon, (xcviii), America’s sins reached
heaven on May 5, 1961, which also started the time period of “one hour with the beast”
Review (from the Key Understanding of Unsealing #2786): The one hour with the beast. The
launch of Alan Shepard on May 5, 1961, which marked America’s entry into the space race
against the Soviet Union, also marked the beginning of a 41.666-year time period of the ten
kings receiving power as kings “one hour with the beast” (Revelation 17:12). The launch of
Columbia on January 16, 2003, marked the end of the same time period.
Revelation 18:5-6 (KJV) For HER SINS HAVE REACHED UNTO HEAVEN, and God
hath remembered her iniquities.
6 Reward her even as she rewarded you, and DOUBLE UNTO HER DOUBLE according to
her works: in the cup which she hath filled fill to her double.
Key Understanding: The pivotal date of May 5, 1961. The launch of Alan Shepard into
space on May 5, 1961, (i) fulfilled “her [America-Babylon the Great’s] sins have reached unto
heaven” of Revelation 18:5, and (ii) also began the time period of “one hour with the beast,”
in fulfillment of Revelation 17:12.
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Revelation 17:12 (KJV) And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings [the Bill of
Rights], which have received no kingdom as yet; BUT RECEIVE POWER AS KINGS ONE
HOUR WITH THE BEAST. [The last flight of the space shuttle Columbia marked the end of
a 41.666-year – or “one hour” – time period when the ten kings received power as kings with
the beast.]
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